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Rationale for the proposal to modify the 
CPR

• Structural reforms are important to achieve 
economic, social and territorial cohesion 

• ESI Funds can already contribute to financing 
structural reforms (but limited in scope)

• Deliver on MS' plea for more ownership through 
positive incentives

• Pilot for post-2020 support to structural reforms



What is proposed?

An option for Member States:

• Support structural reforms in a different way

• Reinforce the impact and performance of ESI Funds 
by coupling growth-enhancing investments and 
growth-enhancing structural reforms

• Possibility to match reform needs with available 
funds 

• Performance orientation will be maintained



How would it function?

• MS to decide whether to make use of the option

• If MS wants to use it:

• Submit proposal to COM to re-allocate part or totality of its 
performance reserve, and

• Submit proposal to undertake reform commitments

• Detailed set of measures to be implemented 

• Milestones and targets

• Timetable of max. 3 years



• COM to assess Member State's reform proposal in 
dialogue with MS

• Agreement to be formalised in the form of a COM 
implementing decision setting out

• reform commitments

• amount to be paid once reform commitments are fully 
implemented

• Reporting by MS on implementation of the reform 
commitment in the context of the Semester (NRP)



Flexibility

• Discretion for MS:
• Re-allocate the reserve or not?

• Part or all of the reserve?

• Which part (milestones met/not met/both)?

• Which reform to propose?

• What measures to carry out to implement reform?

• What should be the milestones and the target, the timeline of 
implementation? How to assess and monitor?

• Details depend on what MS will want to do – can 
only be assessed case by case: dialogue with COM

• Direct management  to allow for flexibility and 

tailor-made approach



Which reforms? How to set their value?

• Should be of EU-relevance  reforms linked to 

priorities identified in the Semester (not only CSRs)

• No "price-tag": not reimburse direct or indirect cost 
of reforms  incentive

But: incentive amount to be set taking into account the 
proposed content of the reforms commitments

• One single payment once agreed conditions are 
fulfilled



Timing

• OP/PA modification (partners' involvement, MC 
decision): CPR rules apply until proposed re-
allocation

• Modification hand in hand with dialogue on reform 
commitments – aligned with Semester

• Legal deadline for transfer: before amounts of the 
reserve are definitively allocated



Reform commitments

• Once agreed, no revisiting (no change of targets or 
amounts)

• Objective is to set ambitious but realistic conditions 
that can be met 

• Reform commitment = condition for payment 

consider and take into account possible external 
factors

• Amount transferred from the reserve will be equal 
to what is established in the reform commitment –
two processes go hand in hand



Implications for payments

• No "eligibility" rules (since no reimbursement of 
costs  no need for co-financing)

• No pre-financing, no payment on partial delivery, no 
"phasing" of reforms – 3 year period only 

• Conditions (payment triggers) set out in the reform 
commitment adopted by COM constitute the 
financing decision

• No need for ex-post controls – only verification that 
conditions were fulfilled  to be tailored to type of 

reform and agreed measures



• Yes/No approach, final decision lies with COM but a 
contradictory procedure is envisaged

• Full amount is paid to MS ex post once all reform 
commitments are fulfilled 

• De-commitment of full amount in case conditions 
are not fulfilled – no possibility to re-transfer to 
reserve

Fulfilment of conditions



•Thank you for your
attention!


